A T-cell epitope on NS3 non-structural protein enhances the B and T cell responses elicited by dendrimeric constructions against CSFV in domestic pigs.
It has been recently reported by our group that dendrimeric constructs combining B- and T-cell epitopes from classical swine fever virus (CSFV) provided partial protection against experimental infection. This research evaluated four newly designed constructions while taking into account our previous work, including the direct implication that a T-cell epitope from the NS3 protein contributes to the generation of the immune response against CSFV. To this end, the dendrimeric constructions, including either this NS3 T-cell epitope alone or two different B-cell epitopes without this T-cell epitope, were used to immunise pigs. Thus, construct 1, containing the NS3 T-cell epitope and four copies of a previously described B-cell epitope, significantly reduced the clinical scores and RNA viral loads after challenge relative to the control group. In three out of six animals in this group, vaccination achieved partial protection and was associated with IFN-gamma producing-cells and neutralising antibodies. In contrast, the pigs immunised with construct 2, again with four copies of the B epitope of construct 1 but lacking the T-cell motif, developed more severe clinical signs. Finally, the additional constructs 3 and 4 included four copies of a B epitope that was different from the epitope used in constructs 1 and 2 with or without the abovementioned NS3 T-cell epitope, respectively. Pigs immunised with these latter constructs developed low levels of peptide-specific antibodies that correlated with equally low levels of cellular responses, an absence of neutralising antibodies and a lack of protection. Even so, the clinical scores in the first week after the challenge were less severe for animals vaccinated with construct 3 than for those given construct 4. Our results confirm the relevant role of the B-cell epitope in residues 694-712 of the glycoprotein E2 (which is used in both constructs 1 and 2) for protection against CSFV, as well as the appropriateness of the newly used NS3 peptide as a specific T-cell epitope in domestic pigs.